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Ducting for Aircraft

called SCAT but sometimes incorrectly called SCAT tubing. SCAT is made from a single layer of red silicone-impregnated fiberglass. To keep the thin fiberglass ... 
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H   ANDS ON HOMEBUILDER’S HANDBOOK



Left to right, SCAT, CEET, SCEET, and CAT ducting.



Ducting for Aircraft What you need to know to make the right choice BY DICK KOEHLER



IN AIRPLANES, AIR IS moved around engine compartments via “ducting.” There are four major types of ducting—CAT, CEET (pronounced “keet”), SCAT, and SCEET (pronounced “skeet”). No doubt the acronyms are based on something, but I have never learned what they stand for. Instead, I have memorized the information in Table 1 for selecting the appropriate ducting for my plane. Most homebuilders are familiar with SCAT ducting, usually just called SCAT but sometimes incorrectly called SCAT tubing. SCAT is made from a single layer of red silicone-impregnated ﬁberglass. To keep the thin ﬁberglass material from collapsing, a spiral of highcarbon steel wire is wound inside the duct. To keep the ﬁberglass in place on the wire, a string is wrapped around the ducting on the outside in the “valleys” between the wire ridges. If SCAT is used in an environment where moisture can get to the wire spiral, eventually the wire will rust. For that reason, you never want to use single-wall ducting for any engine induction system. I have seen an engine damaged by rusted bits of SCAT wire getting into a cylinder! SCAT ducting can handle almost any temperature found on a typical homebuilt, except direct contact with an exhaust pipe. To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the double-walled ducting called SCEET for high-temperature use. An inner wall of silicone-impregnated ﬁberglass keeps water off the steel wire and provides additional strength to the ducting. Even though it costs a bit more, SCEET lasts a lot longer in service and is actually a better buy than SCAT for most applications.



NAME



COLOR



CONSTRUCTION



TEMP RANGE



APPROX. $/FOOT FOR 2-INCH ID



CAT



Black



Single-wall



-65 to 350°F



$5.75



CEET



Black



Double-wall



-65 to 350°F



$6.75



SCAT



Red



Single-wall



-65 to 550°F



$6.85



SCEET



Red



Double-wall



-80 to 550°F



$9.25



Note: Sized by inside diameter in 1/4-inch increments; that is, 2 inches = -8.
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For low-temperature applications, such as cabin air or avionics cooling air, you can use the black CAT or CEET ducting. These two types of ducting are otherwise identical to their high-temperature brothers, SCAT and SCEET, except the ﬁberglass is soaked in neoprene instead of silicone and will handle temperatures up to 350°F. WHAT SIZES MEAN…



Ducting generally is sized by its inside diameter in 1/4-inch increments. In other words, 1-inch SCAT is sold as SCAT-4 (four 1/4-inch increments), and 3-inch CAT as CAT-12. However, common sizes range from 5/8 inch to 6 inches from most suppliers that homebuilders use, and custom sizes are available. Odd sizes, such as the 5/8-inch diameter, are labeled by adding an “A” to the designation for the extra 1/8 inch. So, 5/8-inch CEET, for example, would be labeled as CEET-2A. By convention the ducting for avionics cooling uses 5/8-inch nipples, both on the back of the avionics tray, such as on a Garmin 530, and also on the output of avionics cooling fans like those made by Troll, Cyclone, or Ameri-King. Be sure to provide a source of relatively cool, dry air for all your avionics, particularly those with glass displays and high-power outputs like GPSes and transponders, and do your interconnections with CAT-2A ducting. CUTTING TO LENGTH



Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The ﬁberglass shell and string will



PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRADY LANE



cut easily with a sharp razor knife or box cutter, but the steel spiral wire will require a pair of sharp diagonal side-cutters (dikes). Cutting short lengths of the wire can be hazardous as the cut pieces snap out of the cutters at high velocity with sharp edges just looking for tender ﬂesh and/or eyes. Wear safety glasses, and always cut away from your body (and others). I have seen a piece of SCAT wire imbed itself in a new fabric fuselage. Be careful! On single-wall ducting (that is, CAT and SCAT), after cutting the wire may try to unwind and the end may poke through the ﬁberglass from the inside. To minimize this, cut the wire about an inch longer than the end of the ﬁberglass and bend the wire back ﬂat inside against the ﬁberglass and parallel to the axis of the ducting. This is a difficult job, given the hardness of the high-carbon steel wire. It will require two pair of pliers and a bit of luck. This situation doesn’t occur with the double-sided ducting and is another reason why I favor it. Be sure to capture the



wire with the attaching clamp, for strength, and also tie off, glue down with RTV, or otherwise capture the string so it cannot unwind and allow the wire to move around, which could allow the ducting to collapse. If you have to make your own nipples for attaching ducting, remember that aluminum and steel tubing is measured by outside



diameter, and this ducting is measured by inside diameter, so ﬁtting them together is easy. Besides the 5/8-inch size for avionics cooling, cabin air ducting is commonly 1 inch, 1-1/2 inches, or 2 inches in diameter, and sometimes alternate air/cabin heat under the cowl can be up to 3 inches in diameter. Ducting is usually held on a nipple with a spiral clamp. The all-stainless-steel clamps, such as the Aero-Seal QS 200 series, work well and do not corrode like the clamps found at an auto parts store. Other clamping systems, mostly copied from the auto world, may be used, and in a low-temperature application, even a zip-tie or nylon tie-wrap can be used successfully. Do not over tighten the clamp, particularly when securing red ducting to hot items such as the heat muff on the muffler. If you do, the silicone may bond to the hot stainless steel and become almost impossible to remove. Sometimes a twisting motion will break it free, but often you have to cut the
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To repair large damaged areas, cut out the damaged sections and twist two sections of tubing together to create the length needed and glue with RTV.
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STEP BY STEP
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ducting off and replace it. This can be expensive for every periodic inspection needed on carb heat ducting for example. Resist the temptation to cinch the clamps up tight. The ducting should be supported by clamps (Adel or MS21919 type) in hot areas and can be supported with nylon tie-wraps in cabin areas. If ducting has been damaged by minor abrasion or small holes, it can be repaired using the appropriate color RTV silicone. Just massage the silicone into the damaged area and let it cure. If you are careful, you can even make small patches to ducting. For larger damaged sections, the ducting can actually be screwed together, along the spiral of the wire. Again, I assure the integrity of the bond by gluing it with RTV. However, usual practice is to periodically replace the ducting when it is worn or damaged. I try to keep lengths of the standard sizes around for periodic (annual) inspection time, and I always put new ducting on during engine overhauls and cabin interior replacement. I hope this discussion of ducting has offered a breath of fresh air for you and will help you with constructing or maintaining your aircraft. Richard Koehler has been an EAA member since 1980. He is an active airframe and powerplant mechanic with inspection authorization, a commercial pilot with instrument and multi-engine ratings, and a technical counselor and ﬂight advisor.
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Ducting for Aircraft - Size 

To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.










 








Jigs For Wooden Aircraft 

assembly jig is needed, one golden rule should be adopted. Start on a level ..... a spar table is used, "C" clamps can be used in place of angle iron clamps. JIGS .
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Dec 30, 1974 - filling the interior of the panel and bonding itself per- manently to .... Rigicel PVC foam made in the U. S. by B. F. Goodrich, but this material is no ...
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harnesses to elaborate enclosures and noise suppression ... During the Golden Age of Aviation, when .... If your resources are sufficient for new radios, I'd ...










 








Structural Riveting for Aircraft 

shear strength with joint bearing strength, and minimizes the number of holes (and rivets) in a rivet pattern. Immediately, the second question is, "How many riv-.










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft 

since its coil primary is charged with up to 70v before each firing ... using a much cheaper lower energy ig- nition source. ... tion chambers, and this is one reason.










 








Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

markably diverse family of man-made polymers which, during recent years .... for virtually all of the air- frame to be made of epoxy or vinyl-ester resins, reinforced.










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft 

during idle or at high altitude in a non- turbocharged engine, charge pressure is low which means that the density of the gases in the combustion chamber is low.










 








Jigs for Wooden Aircraft 

These can be made of wood or slotted steel angles. ... A recent innovation in house construction has been ... positively fixed to the floor, fit the frame also to the.
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appliances, building and construction, automotive, air- craft, electronics, toys ... supply of plastic materials for their continued economic well-being. ... production of 40 to 45 billion pounds of plastics per year by 1980. ... er reduction of weig
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propagation of the crack into the ductile core of the ma- terial. The fact that ABS (along ... Korad acrylic film, permanently laminated to the ABS sheet immediately ...










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft 

In designing the optimum ignition sys-. 48 APRIL 1990 ... The primary design goal was to produce a ... in a specially designed processor be- fore it is passed to ...










 








Using "Kevlar" For Homebuilding Aircraft 

Now well-established as a construction material for transport category jets, corporate aircraft, military and civilian helicopters, missiles, and even the Space Shut-.










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft 

radio frequencies of the VHF aircraft band are between. 108 and 136 mHz. ..... a balun of this type would make the antenna look like an 18 ohm load to the 50 ...










 








Landing Gears for Light Aircraft 

simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as ...










 








Good Design Practices For Aircraft 

is how I get my 6 ft 1 inch into it. It is a pretty good trick. All considered it has been fun working on it not to mention flying it and. I think it is going to be fun having.










 








The V Tail For Aircraft 

V tail configuration of the Bonanza al- though there are Beech owners of simi- lar conventional tail aircraft who will argue that their machines perform just.










 








Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

Dec 30, 1974 - izing the properties of polyurethane foam, is employed in another new aircraft, .... and fuels. Compatible with either polyester or epoxy res- ins.










 








Propellers for Light Aircraft - Size 

Propellers For Light Aircraft. By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618. Reprinted in part from the magazine CANADIAN AVIATION. For engines of 40 hp and up, ...










 








Aircraft Wiring for Smart People 

Dec 4, 2004 - This covers 98% of aircraft wiring, and good thing too. ..... possibly make the airplane any harder to work on? And why .... elbow like a rope and make 10 loops. ... using welding cable from your local welding supply house. Yes, it's ..










 








Aircraft Building: Time for TIG 

weld with an intense electric arc ... Like gas welding, TIG uses a torch, ... machines, like the Lincoln Square Wave 175 pictured ... Do not use goggles designed.










 








Fuel Systems for Homebuilt Aircraft 

should address these considerations. Fuel Tanksâ€”Know .... air flow's direction smoothly. Use a plenum, horn .... water droplets and foreign in the tanks to move ...










 








Using "Kevlar" For Homebuilding Aircraft 

in body armor, reinforcement of boat hulls and other plastic composites, as well as ... diameter variable-pitch propeller at 300 rpm. The 195 pound craft flies at ...










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

(Part 1). During the Golden Age of Aviation, when most airplanes performed about the way our modern "low 'n slow" ones do .... standard "form factor" for Terra radios is a couple of ..... Apollo Flybuddy Plus your life not .... wing leveler (opt.).
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